
Lily’s story 

Client Age: 9           Client Sex:Female 

Six years ago, Lily slipped and fell on some large rocks near the shoreline.  She was 
le? with a scrape on the lateral side of her right lower leg,  which scabbed over.  The 
scar healed as lighter colour skin. 

The scar does not seem to affect her much in her daily life in terms of walking, 
siEng, or standing.  But the scar does add a certain level of distracGon or draws 
aHenGon when the demands of physical performance are dialled up. 

As a dancer, Lily feels distracted by the scar, and 
dislikes it.  She feels it is holding her back from 
balancing well on one leg for turns and jumps. 
When she dances 4x/week, she can feel the scar like 
‘a piece of thin plasGc that is wrapped around her 
ankle for a very long Gme”.  It distracts her when she 
is trying to find her balance on one leg. 

Pre-treatment assessment:  The scar feels smooth 
to the touch, but the skin and underlying fascia 
doesn’t stretch or glide well.  

Post-treatment assessment:  I applied MSTR® twice, 
for 3 minutes each in one treatment session.  When I asked her to touch it, she said 
surprisingly that it felt so?er without the plasGc feeling. The edges of the scar 
appeared more subtle.  But most noGceably were the neurological improvements.   

When she aHempted her single leg balance, she could hold it without falling over. 
And a?er a few tries, was able to perform a double piroueHe without falling over.  
Just for fun, she tried the cartwheel on her right side which she had only been able 
to perform with bent knees, but now, felt the confidence to be able to accomplish 
the cartwheel with straight knees. 

Improved biomechanics? Yes.  She was noGceably more neurologically connected to 
her right lateral line 



Improved emoGonal connecGon? Yes. She was 
ecstaGc that she could feel the so?ness of the 
scar area and then was able to level up her 
dance skills almost immediately which was 
very important to her. 

Since dancing is a huge part of this Lily’s life, I 
would consider that the scar treatment has 
improved her lifestyle and overall sport 
performance. 

By MSTR® PracGGoner Brenda Lim,  
MakaG City, Philippines.  

Note: Contemplate for a moment: If this scar had not received the a6en7on it 
needed, how that would have impacted Lily’s future as a dancer and poten7ally 
saved her from other bio-mechanical problems and emo7onal damage as she grew. 
All for the sake of 6 minutes of treatment using MSTR®.


